Abstract—"Cloud computing" - "the cloud" is a familiar cliche for the internet, but when combined with "Computing", the meaning gets bigger and fuzzier. Being built on decades of research; Cloud Computing utilizes all recent achievements in virtualization, distributed and utility computing and networking. It implies a service oriented architecture through offering softwares and platforms as services, reduced information technology overhead for the end-user, great flexibility, and reduced total cost of ownership, subscription-based or pay-per-use services etc. This paper is a brief survey based of readings on "cloud computing" and it addresses the use of computing resources that are delivered as a service over a network, challenges ahead and possible applications along with its scope and use in future!!

Index Terms—Cloud computing, portability, security, risk, elasticity, scalability, deployment, virtualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a general term used to describe a new class of network-based computing that takes place over the Internet, basically a step on from Utility Computing.
1) A collection or a group of integrated and networked hardware, software and internet infrastructure (called a platform).
2) Using the internet for communication and transport provides hardware, software and networking services to clients, to general public, enterprises, corporations and businesses markets.
3) These platforms hide the complexity and details of the underlying infrastructure from users and applications by providing very simple graphical interface or API (Applications Programming Interface).
4) In addition, the platform provides on demand services that are always ON, anywhere, anytime and anyplace.
5) Pay as-you-use. It’s elastic (Fig. 1).
6) Scale up and down in capacity and functionalities [1].

What is the Cloud Computing?

Cloud computing is receiving a great deal of attention, both in publications and among users, from individuals at home to all the governments. Yet, it is not always clearly defined. Cloud computing is a subscription-based service where you can obtain networked storage space and computer resources. One way to think of cloud computing is to consider your experience with email. Your computing is to consider your experience with email. Your email client, if it is Yahoo!, Gmail, Hotmail, and so on, takes care of housing all of the hardware and software necessary to support your personal email account. When you want to access your email, you open your web browser, go to the email client, and log in. The most important part of the process is having internet access. Your email is not housed on your physical computer. You access it through an internet connection and you can access it anywhere. If you are on a trip, at work, or down the street getting coffee, you can check your email as long as you have access to the internet. Your email is different than software installed on your computer, such as a word processing program. When you create a document using word processing software, that document stays on the device you used to make it unless you physically move it. An email client is similar to how cloud computing works. Except instead of accessing just your email, you can choose what information you have access to within the cloud [2].

II. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. How Much Data
2) "All words ever spoken by human beings” ~ 5 EB
3) CERN’S LHC (Large Hydrogen Collider ,i.e, World’s highest energy particle accelerator) will generate 15 PB a year (2008) (Fig. 2)
4) Google processes 20 PB/ day (2008) (Fig. 3)
B. Types of Clouds

There are different types of clouds that you can subscribe to, depending on your needs. As a home user or small business owner, you will most likely use public cloud services.

1) Public Cloud - A public cloud can be accessed by any subscriber with an internet connection and access to the cloud space.
2) Private Cloud - A private cloud is established for a specific group or organization and limits access to just that group.
3) Community Cloud - A community cloud is shared among two or more organizations that have similar cloud requirements.
4) Hybrid Cloud - A hybrid cloud is essentially a combination of at least two clouds, where the clouds included are a mixture of public, private, or community cloud [3].

Fig. 4. World going crazy about cloud computing!

C. Security

The information housed on the cloud is often seen as valuable to individuals with malicious intent. There is a lot of personal information and potentially secured data that people store on their computers, and this information is now being transferred to the cloud. This makes it critical for anyone, to understand the security of the data and it is equally important to take personal precautions to secure the data. The first thing one must look into, is the security measures that your cloud provider already has in place. These vary from provider to provider and amongst the various types of clouds. What methods of protection do they have in place for the actual hardware that your data will be stored on? Will they have backups of your data? Do they have firewalls set up? If you have a community cloud, what are the barriers which keep your information separate from other companies? Many cloud providers have standard terms, a negotiation room in their cloud contract. A small business user may have slightly more room to discuss the terms of their contract with the provider and will be able to ask these questions during that time. There are many questions that you can ask, but it is important to choose a cloud provider that considers the security of your data as a major concern. No matter how careful you are with your personal data, by subscribing to the cloud, you will be giving up some control to an external source. This distance between you and the physical location of your data creates a barrier. It may also create more space for a third party to access your information. However, to take advantage of the benefits of the cloud, you will have to knowingly give up direct control of your data [4]. On the converse, keep in mind that most cloud providers will have a great deal of knowledge on how to keep your data safe. A Cloud provider possibly has more resources and expertise than the average user to secure their computers and networks. Whatever may be the security problems, but the fact is the world is going crazy for cloud computing usage (Fig. 4).

D. Advantages and Disadvantages

1) Advantages

Better performance: Due to the fact that no programs or files are loaded on the local PC, users will not experience delays when switching on/off their computers and also the internal network will be much faster since no internal traffic will occur.

Lower-cost computers for users: This point is one of the financial advantages of cloud computing. There is no need to purchase powerful and expensive equipment to use cloud computing since all the processing is not at your local computer but in the cloud. Since the application runs in the cloud, not on the desktop PC, that desktop PC does not need the processing power or hard disk space demanded by traditional desktop software [1].

Lower software costs: Using cloud computing there is no need to purchase software packages for each computer in the organization, only those employees actually using an application need access to that application in the cloud.

Increased power of computing: When using cloud computing, you can use the cloud computing power since you are no longer limited to what a single desktop computer can do.

Less IT infrastructure costs: The IT department of large organizations could experience decreasing on the expenses in regards with infrastructure with the adoption of the cloud computing technology. Instead of investing in larger numbers of more powerful servers, the IT staff can use the computing power of the cloud to supplement or replace internal computing resources.

Automatic software updates: All the software’s need update and the great thing with cloud computing is that you do not have to worry for any updates and also your organization will not have any additional expenses when a new upgrade or update is necessary.

Less maintenance costs: Maintenance costs also will be reduced using cloud computing since both hardware and software maintenance for organizations of all sizes will be much less. For example, fewer servers are necessary in the organization which means that maintenance costs are immediately lowered. As to software maintenance, there is no software on the organization’s computers for the IT staff to maintain.

Limitless storage capacity: The cloud offers virtually unlimited storage capacity. Also at any time you can expand your storage capacity with a small additional charge on your monthly fee.

Increased data safety: There is no point to worry for disk failures or a disaster at your office. All the data is stored in the cloud.

Anywhere access to your documents: When you are in the cloud, there is no need to take your documents with you. Instead, you can access your actual PC from anywhere, where
there is Internet access available.

Latest version availability: One more thing in relation with documents is that when you edit one document at the office and then you go somewhere else and open it, the latest version will be displayed since all the work is done centrally in the cloud.

Use your computer from anywhere: This is one of the biggest advantages of cloud computing. Basically, when you use this technology, you are not limited to work on a single PC. You just use your “cloud PC” from anywhere and any PC and your existing applications and documents follow you through the cloud to you. Move to a portable device, and your applications and documents are still available.

2) Disadvantages

Internet connection is required: It is impossible to work if your Internet connection is down, since you are using Internet to connect to your “cloud PC”. If there is no Internet connection, then no access.

Low-speed connections are not at all recommended: This is not a very important disadvantage since nobody today has at least 1 Mbps connection at work and at home. However, it is important to mention that cloud computing cannot work with slow Internet connections such as dial-up since web-based applications often require a lot of bandwidth to download, as do large documents [1].

Sometimes is slow: Also, with fast connections, sometimes you might experience delays since web-based applications can sometimes be slower than accessing a similar software program on your desktop PC. The reasons for that are because of the demanding upload and download bandwidth that web applications need.

Your data is 100% in the cloud: All the data that you had until now on your local PC, it is stored in the cloud. Theoretically, data stored in the cloud is safe since a cloud hosting company uses several ways of backup in order ensure that, on any case the data will not be lost. However, if your data is missing (even one in a million), you have no physical or local backup of your data.

Stored data might not be secure: Data is stored “in the cloud”. However, where exactly is the cloud and is it really secure? These are questions arising for users that have confidential data.

E. Cloud Flavors

1) Software as a service (SaaS)
2) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
3) Platform as a Service (PaaS)
4) Data as a Service (DaaS)
5) Network as a Service (NaaS)
6) Storage as a Service (STaaS)

F. Choosing a Cloud Provider

Each provider serves a specific function, giving users more or less control over their cloud depending on the type. When you choose a provider, compare your needs to the cloud services available. Your cloud needs will vary depending on how you intend to use the space and resources associated with the cloud. If it will be for personal home use, you will need a different cloud type and provider than, if you will be using the cloud for business. The cloud provider will be pay-as-you-go, it means that if your technological needs change at any point, you can purchase more storage space (or less) from your cloud provider.

There are three types of cloud providers that you can subscribe to: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [5]. There are three types which differ in the amount of control that one have over your information, and conversely, how much you can expect your provider to do for you. Briefly, here is what you can expect from each type.

1) Software as a Service - A SaaS provider gives subscribers access to both resources and applications. SaaS makes it unnecessary for you to have a physical copy of software to install on your devices. SaaS also makes it easier to have the same software on all of your devices at once by accessing it on the cloud. In a SaaS agreement, you have the least control over the cloud. Examples of providers using SaaS applications are facebook, salesforce.com etc. (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5. Examples of providers using SaaS applications, i.e, facebook, salesforce.com etc.

2) Platform as a Service - A PaaS system goes a level above the Software as a Service setup. A PaaS provider gives subscribers access to the components that they require to develop and operate applications over the internet. Examples of providers using PaaS applications are Microsoft Azure, Google app engine etc. (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6. Examples of providers using PaaS applications, i.e, Microsoft Azure, Google app engine etc.

3) Infrastructure as a Service - An IaaS agreement, as the name states, deals primarily with computational infrastructure. In an IaaS agreement, the subscriber completely outsources the storage and resources, such as hardware and software, which they need. Examples of providers using IaaS applications are terremark, Go Grid etc. (Fig. 7)

Fig. 7. Examples of providers using IaaS applications, i.e, terremark, Go Grid etc.

As you go down the list from number one to number three, the subscriber gains more control over what they can do within the space of the cloud. The cloud provider has less control in an IaaS system than with SaaS agreement.

1) Current status of SaaS: SaaS (Best practices under development)

1) There are several trade associations, promoting SaaS.
2) There are several trade associations, promoting SaaS.
3) There are many SaaS companies’ e.g. Salesforce.com and NetSuite using Cloud infrastructure to increase scalability.
4) Google Apps and Zoho are SaaS competitors with MS Office.
5) Microsoft SaaS implementations (e.g. Exchange) available.
6) Traditional enterprise software dealers are moving to the Cloud (e.g. Oracle).
7) Interoperability between SaaS is possible using Web standards (possibly hosted in Cloud).
8) U.S. Government has created a SaaS Apps.gov Web site.
9) PaaS tools make it easier to create scalable, customized SaaS.

Predictions! There will be an explosive growth in SaaS applications due to low cost of entry for vendors and users, ability to rapidly deploy and update capabilities, elasticity and scalability of billing. The key issues will be:
1) Choosing appropriate applications for SaaS deployment.
2) Security, reliability, privacy, integration.
3) Avoiding lock-in to specific SaaS vendors.
4) Leading SaaS vendors (e.g. Facebook, salesforce.com) have or will attempt to become PaaS providers.

2) Current Status of PaaS, PaaS (Technology under development)

1) Google App Engine and Microsoft Azure are PaaS products integrating development and deployment.
2) Many smaller as well as major Cloud vendors e.g. Amazon, Salesforce.com are moving towards PaaS.
3) IaaS vendors will probably acquire or partner with PaaS suppliers e.g. VMware purchasing Spring Source. PaaS ecosystems will be a major arena of Cloud competition.

Predictions! PaaS will become the battleground for determining the future of Cloud Computing. All the major players will provide Cloud platform capabilities to attract a critical mass of applications. Several dominant Cloud ecosystems will emerge. The key issues will include:
1) Selection of appropriate PaaS providers.
2) Interoperability and portability across PaaS Clouds maintaining control of application lifecycle.
3) Future Differentiators for PaaS will be integrating with applications utilizing mobile devices and sensors.

3) Current Status of IaaS: IaaS (Standards under development)

1) Multiple companies are offering IaaS services for storage and computing e.g. Amazon, GoGrid, and Rackspace.
2) Virtualization management tools (e.g from Citrix and VMware) are offering IaaS.
3) U.S. Government has created an IaaS Cloud Storefront.
4) Without PaaS tools and utilities, IaaS can be considered a different business model for hosting.

Predictions! Core IaaS will become increasingly standardized and commoditized for horizontally scalable applications. There will still be diversity across multiple Cloud implementations (e.g. AWS and vCloud-based). Cross-Cloud tools and middleware will be available to enable interoperability and portability across core IaaS. The key issues include:
1) Integration with existing systems and data centers.
2) Reliability, security, auditing.
3) Management and governance of applications.
4) IaaS providers will increasingly add new utilities and PaaS capabilities as differentiators.

III. Conclusions

To summarize, the cloud computing provides many options for everyday users as well as for large and small businesses. It opens up the world of computing to a broader range of uses and increases the ease of use by giving access through any internet connection.

If you are considering using the cloud, be certain that you identify what information you will be putting out in the cloud? Who will have access to that information? What you will need to make sure it is protected? & what is the reputation and responsibilities of the providers, consider everything before you sign up! However, with increased ease also come drawbacks. You have less control over, who has access to your information and little to no knowledge of where it is stored. You also must be aware of the security risks of having data stored on the cloud. The cloud is a big target for mischievous individuals and may have disadvantages because it can be accessed through an unsecured internet connection.

1) Cloud Computing is outperforming the IT industry as real business value can be realized by customers.
2) Proper planning and migration services are needed to ensure a successful implementation.
3) Cloud solutions are simple to obtain, don’t require long term contracts and are easier to scale up and down as needed.
4) Public and Private Clouds can be set up together to leverage the best of both.
5) Third party monitoring services ensures, customers are getting the most out of their cloud environment.
6) Security abidance and Monitoring is achievable with careful planning and analysis.
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